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that for which the student is training. If the student is taking a
course in medicine, then his practical work will be done in a
hospital which is connected with his institute. If he is training
as a lecturer or teacher, his practical work will be done in the
technicum or school attached to his institute. Similarly, if he is
training in any branch of production, industrial or agricultural,
his practical work will be done at a factory or farm connected
with his institute. The student is paid for his work by the enter-
prise at the usual rates, and his work is taken into account in
the production plans of the factory. The works management has
to supply all the conditions for work, machines, benches, etc.,
and a highly qualified instructor. The university faculty Is
responsible for the educational control of the work. It draws up
a plan, in connection with the works management, for the whole
period of practical work. This plan must take into consideration
the peculiar conditions of the industry or profession for which
the student is being trained, and the peculiarities and charac-
teristics of each group of students for whom the work is being
arranged. A chart is drawn up of the movement of the students
to different benches and departments. The practical work in the
enterprise must include theoretical work which arises directly
out of the students* immediate tasks. It is to include lectures,
seminars, and discussion for the elucidation of difficulties and
for the analysis of production processes. The syllabus of the
course, which is arranged by the faculty, must show exactly at
what stages the practical work occurs, and its connection with
the theoretical work. The tutor or lecturer must be present in
the workshop while the students are carrying out their production
practice.
This is divided into three stages* The first stage trains the
student as an ordinary worker, or lowest-grade technician Here
the purpose is not only to teach Mm the proper use of c^rdiaaij
tools and instruments* He has to obtain a clear idea of all the
ramifying interests connected with construction, vftii procte*
lion processes, with tifoe fulfilment of tlte industrial pta of Mt
mtepri^ He has to haw
nm

